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Prolog: PROgrammation LOGique

• Widely used programming language in artificial intelligence research

• Created in 1972 by Alain Colmerauer (Université de Marseille)
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Prolog: Usage in AI

InfoWorld Magazine (Apr 21, 1986)
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Prolog: Usage in AI

• Parts of Watson, the IBM machine that played Jeopardy,
were written in Prolog
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.

User:

What does Tom do?

Computer:

Tom does not like mice who eat cheese.
Tom kills mice.
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.

User:

Who is a cat?

Computer:

Tom.
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.

User:

What does Jerry eat?

Computer:

Cheese.
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.

User:

Who does not like mice who eat cheese?

Computer:

Tom.
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Prolog: Roots

Prolog was the offspring of a project about man-machine communication

User:

Cats kill mice.
Tom is a cat who does not like mice who eat cheese.
Jerry is a mouse who eats cheese.
Max is not a mouse.

User:

What does Tom eat?

Computer:

What cats who do not like mice who eat cheese eat.
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Prolog Program

Prolog programs answer questions:

Facts + Rules

Prolog Knowledge Base (Program)

Questions Answers
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Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

−> [query ].
?− studies (mia , csci261 ).
yes
?− teaches (phil , csci261 ).
no
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Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

What does mia study?

?− studies (mia , Course ).
Course = csci261 ;
Course = csci250 .

• Course is a variable in query since it starts from uppercase

• Prolog matches the query against database in top-down manner

• You can press semicolon after each solution to force backtracking 6



Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

?− studies (Student , csci140 ).
Student = sophia .
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Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

Rule:
X is a professor of Y if X teaches C and Y studies C.
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Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

Who are the students of professor phil?

?− professor (phil , Student ).
Student = sophia ;
Student = mia;
Student = sophia .
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Example: Student-Teacher

?− [fact ].
−> studies (sophia , csci250 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
studies (mia , csci261 ).
studies (mia , csci250 ).
teaches (ivona , csci261 ).
teaches (phil , csci250 ).
teaches (phil , csci140 ).

professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

Prolog has no type system

?− studies (X,X).
no
?− professor (2 ,4).
no
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Example: Arithmetic

• is-operator evaluates the right-hand side expression as arithmetic

?− 3 = (2 + 1).
no
?− 3 is (2 + 1).
yes
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Example: Arithmetic

−> cube(X,Y):− Y is X ∗ (X ∗ X), X >= 0.
−> [query ].
?− cube (3 ,9).
no
?− cube (3,Y).
Y = 27.
yes
?− cube (−3,−27).
no
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Horn Clauses

• Represent cubes of naturals as set of tuples:

{(0,0), (1,1), (2,8), (3,27), (4,64), (5,125),⋯}

• Set of tuples is a relation in mathematics

cube ⊆ N ×N

cube = {(0,0), (1,1), (2,8), (3,27), (4,64), (5,125),⋯}

• We can symbolically represent relation using the predicate cube(x, y)

• Predicate cube(x, y) is true when the following “Horn clause” holds
for every x and y:

cube(x, y)← (x ≥ 0) ∧ (y = x × x × x)

• Prolog is about writing Horn clauses
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Horn Clauses

• Literal: predicate symbol applied to some terms (or its negation)

• Horn Clause: logical implication where conclusion consists of
at most one positive literal

Q
®

head

←Ð P1 ∧⋯ ∧ Pn
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

body

• Fact: there is nothing in body, or, the body is true

Q

• Rule: there exists at least a single literal in the body

• Not a Horn Clause:

Q1 ∧Q2 ←Ð P1 ∧⋯ ∧ Pn
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Horn Clauses

• Fact: there is nothing in body, or, the body is true

-> studies(sophia,csci250).

-> studies(sophia,csci250) :- true.
} Equivalent

• Rule: there exists at least a single literal in the body

professor(X,Y)
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

head literal

∶ −teaches(X,C) , studies (Y,C).
´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

body literals
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Declarative Programming

• Declarative programming paradigm: describe what computation
should be performed and not how to compute it

1. Functional programming
2. Logical programming

Functional programming

• Program is a set of function definitions

• Based on lambda calculus

val sum = fn(x,y) => x + y

Logical programming

• Program is a set of predicate definitions

• Based on predicate calculus

sum(X,Y, Result ) :− Result is X+Y.
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Unification

−> teaches (phil , csci140 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

?− professor (phil , Student ).
Student = sophia .

• Prolog tries to satisfy a query by unifying it with some conclusion

• Unification is bidirectional pattern matching
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Unification

−> teaches (phil , csci140 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

?− professor (phil , Student ).
Student = sophia .

professor(phil,Student)

professor(X,Y)

teaches(X,C)

teaches(phil,csci140)

C=csci140

studies(Y,C)

studies(sophia,csci140)

Y=sophia

X=phil,Y=Student
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Unification

−> teaches (phil , csci140 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

?− professor (phil , Student ).
Student = sophia .

professor(phil,Student)

professor(X,Y)

teaches(X,C)

teaches(phil,csci140)

C=csci140

studies(Y,C)

studies(sophia,csci140)

Y=sophia
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Unification

−> teaches (phil , csci140 ).
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Unification

−> teaches (phil , csci140 ).
studies (sophia , csci140 ).
professor (X,Y) :− teaches (X,C), studies (Y,C).

?− professor (phil , Student ).
Student = sophia .

professor(phil,Student)

professor(X,Y)

teaches(X,C)

teaches(phil,csci140)

C=csci140

studies(Y,C)

studies(sophia,csci140)

Y=sophia

X=phil,Y=Student
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Prolog Search

• Prolog uses depth-first search,
matches conjuncts in the body of a clause in left to right order

• There is no guarantee of termination

• Programs should guarantee efficiency and termination themselves
- as in any other programming language
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Summary

This Lecture

• Logical programming with Prolog

Next Lecture

• Lists in Prolog
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